Guest Rooms

The Tokyo Dome Hotel has a total of 1,006 guest rooms spanning Floors 9 to 41.

The

magnificent view from the guest rooms features almost no obstacles and encompasses the
Imperial Palace, Tokyo Tower, Shiodome buildings and towering Mt. Fuji to the south.

The

northern view gazes over the Kanto plains including the Tokyo Dome City below, the leafy
residential areas of Ueno and Yanaka, and to Mt. Tsukuba on the horizon.
The room decor is modern and warm, using wooden furniture and metallic color as an accent.
Room areas range from 26 ㎡ for Single and Double Rooms and from 33 ㎡ for Twin Rooms.
All rooms are well equipped with an adjustable air conditioner with humidification, a TV set,
and other features, and Broadband internet access service is available free of charge. There are
a total of 799 non-smoking rooms.
The room floors are divided into three floor zones: Floors 9 to 22 feature a Sports design
motif which inspires a lively and dynamic sports feeling. These floors consist mainly of twin
rooms in which an extra bed can be placed and permanent triple rooms.
rooms, up to 6 persons can be accommodated.

By connecting two

There are also two easy-access rooms

designed for guests in wheelchairs on the 9th floor.
Floors 26 to 38 feature a Music design motif.

Elegant color tones on the walls, depicting

rhythm, melody, harmony and musical arts, create a relaxing and peaceful space.
On the Excellency floors, Floors 39 to 41, there are 50 rooms of higher standard: 21 rooms of
Excellency Double and Twin, 25 Excellency Suites, one Japanese Suite, and the spacious (133
㎡) Palace Suite and Park Suite, featuring stunning views from the bathrooms.

The largest

room, at 216 ㎡, is the Royal Dome Suite, which comes equipped with a sauna and Jacuzzi.
Guests staying on the Excellency floors also enjoy free access to the Excellency Lounge.
Furthermore, Floors 23 to 25 are three different theme floors with themes of Sports,
Amusement and Music, fully demonstrating the Hotel's atmosphere of entertainment.
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